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Matter 13: Infrastructure/Monitoring/Summary 

24 September 2013 

 
 
 

Introduction  

This Examination Statement has been submitted by Clarence Developments Ltd (including Mr 

and Mrs Hendy and Mr Richardson) as part of the Examination in Public on the Teignbridge 

District Council Local Plan 2013-2033.  The Statement highlights and where necessary expands 

upon representations submitted by Clarence Developments Ltd at the Proposed Submission 

(Regulation 20) stage of the Local Plan process.  It does not repeat representations.  

 

Referencing 

Clarence Developments Ltd has referred to its representations submitted on the Proposed 

Submission ‘Publication’ Core Strategy throughout the Examination Statement.  
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Abbreviations/ Glossary  

 TDC – Teignbridge District Council  

 LP – Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033   

 NPPF – National Planning Policy Framework 

 Savills – Planning Consultant 

 SEP – South East Plan 

 SA/SEA – Sustainability Appraisal/ Strategic Environmental Assessment  
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Matter 13: Infrastructure/ Monitoring/ Summary 

13 August 2013  

 
 

71.  Has the LP adequately addressed the District's infrastructure needs?  Does the 

IDP include all essential elements of infrastructure?  

71.1 Please refer to our representation on S5 for detailed comments which responds to these 

points. 

71.2 Clarence Developments notes the change to Policy S5 in respect of mitigation for EU 

nature sites which is clearly a priority.  However, Clarence Developments notes concern 

that all infrastructure funding may have to be directed to EU sites which may not 

necessarily help deliver the agreed phasing of the LP.  It is the preference of Clarence 

Developments that the infrastructure should be phased with the delivery of development 

to ensure the timely delivery of key strategic infrastructure. 

71.3 The relationship between the Infrastructure Delivery Plan and the emerging Community 

Infrastructure Levy (CIL) are also fundamental to the soundness of the LP.  To this end 

Clarence Developments is concerned that the present wording of policy S5 is imprecise 

and hence is ineffective.  The policy and supporting text needs to more clearly outline 

which infrastructure is required to deliver the plan and where relevant to mitigate the 

impact of the planned development.  It needs to clearly reflect the key Infrastructure 

priorities required to deliver the plan, notably that associated with major sites such as 

Houghton Barton (NA1).  The policy also needs to be clear on the tests for securing 

Section 106 Obligations and make reference to what is (or is not) to be delivered by 

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) – this accords with the recent Government 

guidance on CIL (as referred in this representation).  Paragraph 175 of the NPPF is 

clear that CIL should be worked up alongside Local Plan production for the very reason 

that key infrastructure decisions may be planned.   

71.4 Clarence Developments notes concern that S5 has no consideration of viability.  Policy 

S5 needs to be very clear that viability is a relevant planning matter, and as such the 

circumstances with which viability discussions would be had to enable negotiation of 

planning obligations  

72.  How will these be funded and delivered, in a co-ordinated manner?  Is the 

identified funding gap too great to suggest a realistic prospect of delivery of all 

necessary infrastructure?  
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72.1  Clarence Developments notes concerns over what is on site mitigation and what is CIL 

(please see Policy S5 representation).  

72.2 Clarence Developments has submitted significant evidence based on direct site 

mitigation – the infrastructure associated with NA1 is deliverable. 

73.  Is the overall strategy reasonably flexible and does the LP indicate adequate 

mechanisms for monitoring its effectiveness?  

73.1  No. 

73.2  Policy S5 makes no reference to viability; a revised wording for S5 has been provided 

by Clarence Developments in their representation on Policy S5. 

73.3 Clarence Developments has submitted significant evidence based on direct site 

mitigation – the infrastructure associated with NA1 is deliverable.  However, as 

espoused in the NPPF Local Authorities must be flexible and prepared for rapid change 

(NPPF @ para 14).  Therefore monitoring will be very important. 

73.4 For individual strategic allocations, Clarence Developments would appreciate a defined 

list of on site infrastructure provided by s106 to gain a more thorough understanding of 

deliverability of essential items of infrastructure. 

 

END OF STATEMENT 


